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The materiality of a painting provides unique information that enriches our knowledge of an artist’s 

practice. The physical form also gives insight into the culture and circumstances in which an art 

work is created, and reflects the choices available to the artist. The appearance of paintings can 

change over time, and an informed knowledge of materials and techniques can aid conservation and 

restoration treatments, as well as assist in the interpretation of an artist’s intent and determine a 

work’s authenticity.

Through four very different works in the collection of the Queensland Art Gallery — Ah Xian’s 

Heavy wounds series no.10 1991, Guan Wei’s Wo yu (Kneeling fish) 1986, Gu Wenda’s Lay down 

your arms (Jiao qiang bu sha) 1985 and Night ambush c.1985 (with collaborating artist Guo 

Zhonglian) — we are able to document an era of immense change in these artists’ lives, and in the 

rapidly modernising China of the 1980s and early 1990s. During our research and conservation 

treatment of these paintings, it became apparent that these artists were strongly influenced by 

Western oil painting and drawing techniques, and that they each shared a healthy respect for quality 

of technique.

Oil painting in China

Oil is a relatively new medium for Chinese artists and it was not until the early twentieth century that 

training became available in oil painting techniques.1 Considered progressive, oil painting was adopted 

by the founders of the Chinese Republic in 1912 for its ability to produce more ‘truthful’ and ‘realistic’ 

paintings than traditional guohua (painting in black and coloured ink on paper and silk).2 The first 

teachers of oil painting were both Japanese and Chinese, trained in Japan, and based their teaching 

on the tradition of French Academic painting.3

With the formation of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the practice of oil painting was 

invested with a new set of political and social values. From the 1950s, artists were required to 

undergo examination in Western drawing techniques before they were accepted for official art 

training, and ‘realistic’ drawing remains a skill of which many contemporary artists are proud.4 

Academic art training was suspended during the Cultural Revolution (1966–76), and painters were 

instead recruited to produce official art in support of government policies. The number of oil paintings 

produced during this decade led to the development of a highly skilled group of artists.5 This period 

also saw increased interest in Western drawing and perspective.

The production of oil paints in China was well underway by the 1920s, but documentation of the 

paints produced is limited. It is not known what quality of oil paint was being produced in China, or 

to what extent imported paints were available.6 The popularity of oil painting during the Cultural 

Revolution was such that factories worked overtime to meet demand.7 Guo Zhonglian, Gu Wenda’s 

wife, who collaborated with him on Night ambush c.1985, remembers her husband having fine, 

imported oil paints confiscated during the Cultural Revolution, which were never returned. While 

making Night ambush with government-issued oil paints, he constantly lamented their loss, the 

state-issued paints being of much lesser quality.8
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Ah Xian China /Australia 

b.1960

Heavy wounds series no.10 

1991
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Gift of Nicholas Jose and Claire 
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Front and verso of Guan Wei’s 

Wo yu (Kneeling fish) 1986, 

showing the window frame used 

as a strainer / Photographs: 

Natasha Harth

Material choices

Artists and students working in art academies in China in the 1980s were allocated a quantity of 

art materials for professional use as well as a space to paint. This allocation generally satisfied the 

requirements for official art works.9 For ‘unofficial’ artists like Ah Xian, however, materials could be 

readily purchased — for a price. ‘Made in China’ art materials were not difficult to obtain if you had 

enough money. They were available from art supply and stationery shops, however, the cost of basic 

materials — oil paint, paint medium and canvas — was prohibitive. Ah Xian notes:

For many years, I used plain, white, thin, cotton sheets (most commonly used as the 

underside of a quilt back in those years) instead of canvases, as I couldn’t afford to use 

real canvases. I also used some jeans fabric, which was stronger and better durable but 

cheaper than canvas. The blue colour of jeans was always partially ‘used’ and remained 

bare as a background of the painting image.10

Finding suitable studio space was also problematic for unofficial artists: Ah Xian had no proper 

studio space; he always painted in a very small room.11 Although artists in the 1980s had avant-garde 

concerns, they were not exploring paint for its innate physical properties. Technique was secondary 

to the conceptual and political nature of works.12 As a result, young Chinese painters rarely talked 

about materials or technique, and there is a dearth of published information about Chinese oil 

painting materials.

The choice to use oil rather than synthetic paints is of particular note, and these artists rarely 

crossed media boundaries. For example, Gu Wenda never used acrylics or watercolours, only oils,13 

and Ah Xian did not advocate the use of non-artist paints, such as house paints.14 Guan Wei used oils 

before he left China in 1990, as there were no good quality artist acrylics available.15 Following his 

move to Australia he had access to high quality acrylic paints, which suited his style more than oils. 

This is probably due to their fast-drying properties.

After graduating from the Department of Fine Arts at Beijing Capital University, Guan Wei became 

a high school art teacher. In 1986, while teaching, he produced a series of paintings, ‘Figures with 

acupoints’, which included Wo yu (Kneeling fish) 1986, now in the Gallery’s Collection. This painting 

— oil on a very thin cotton canvas — shows cracking typical of inflexible oil paint that has been 

kept in conditions without the benefit of stable humidity or temperature. Interestingly, Wo yu was 

stretched over a window frame.The painting is unframed; it retains an edging of black electrical tape 

used to finish the work and recalls the shape of old scroll paintings.16

Guan Wei was one of a group of artists who migrated to Australia in the early 1990s, following the 

events at Tiananmen Square in 1989.17 Many artists who came to Australia around this time continued 

to produce works similar to those they had produced in China:18 Guan Wei, for example, continued his 

figurative work, using canvases that were the same scale as those he used for an earlier series, which 

were stretched on window frames. This shape has since become a feature of his signature style.

Unlike Gu Wenda and Guan Wei, Ah Xian is largely self taught; he is also most widely recognised 

for his later sculptural work rather than his early paintings.19 The ‘Heavy wounds’ series of paintings 

were made soon after Ah Xian’s arrival in Australia in the early 1990s. His work Heavy wounds 
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Paint cross-sections from Ah 

Xian’s Heavy wounds series 

no.10, photographed at 200 
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Photographs: Gillian Osmond
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Night ambush: raking light 

detail of the sky showing areas 

of damaged paint / Photograph: 

Ray Fulton

Ultraviolet light image of 

corresponding area showing the 

dark purple, previously restored 

and repainted sections / 

Photograph: Anne Carter
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Front and verso of Gu Wenda’s 

Lay down your arms  

(Jiao qiang bu sha) 1985 

before treatment, photographed 

in raking light / Photograph: 

Ray Fulton

series no.10 1991 is unframed, and is painted on unprimed cotton canvas stapled to a strainer made 

from pieces of pine. The two layers of paint making up the background are not well adhered and 

have become ‘wrinkled’, with many small paint losses. It appears that a mixture of paint types might 

have been used. For Ah Xian, the early 1990s was a time of ‘complex and competing demands which 

swirl[ed] around the issue of survival’.20 He was employed as a factory worker and house painter, 

and could have been tempted to use cheaper painting materials at this time.21 However, according 

to Ah Xian: ‘One thing [about which] I am absolutely clear is I never used any type of house paint for 

painting my art paintings’.22

Ah Xian attributes the wrinkling paint in Heavy wounds series no.10 to his addition of oil medium 

to an under-layer of yellow paint, and applying a grey top coat before the yellow layer had dried. Ah 

Xian sees only the positive in these changes, and likes the look of the wrinkled paint.

We can see what is happening between the layers of paint by examining a sample from the 

painting in cross-section. Tiny fragments of paint from areas of damage or cracking can be 

embedded in resin and then polished, exposing a cross-section for examination under a microscope. 

Paint samples from Heavy wounds series no.10 reveal just how convoluted the yellow paint has 

become upon drying.

Gu Wenda

Recognised as a major figure in Revolutionary Realism, Gu Wenda formally trained in the art 

department of the military’s North China United University in the 1940s, and later at the Central 

Academy of Fine Arts from 1954 to 1956.23 In the mid 1980s, he painted Night ambush with his wife, 

Guo Zhonglian — Gu painted the figures and Guo the landscape. This was followed by Lay down 

your arms (Jiao qiang bu sha) 1985 which he painted alone. Both paintings were included in an 

exhibition in 1985 at the Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the 

end of the Sino-Japanese War, with their subject matter reflecting these historical events.24

The Gallery owns three of only six remaining oil paintings by Gu Wenda: his persecution during 

the Cultural Revolution meant that many of his paintings and sketchbooks were destroyed.25 Night 

ambush required extensive restoration treatment to repair flaking paint, and was considered a 

priority due to the rarity of Gu’s work.

Curator Claire Roberts’s interview with Guo Zhonglian in 2008 about the making of Night 

ambush provides insights into the painting process. Usual practice in the 1980s meant that this 

painting was made using materials provided by the Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts. As Guo recalls, to 

make a large work, artists went to the materials room of the oil painting department and requested 

what they needed, and after being given approval, they signed a form and the materials would be 

handed over.26

A wide, coarse linen (yama bu) was chosen for this large painting. The strainer was made from found 

pieces of wood, with no bevel or keys to ensure that the canvas remained tight. According to Roberts, 

Gu Wenda and Guo Zhonglian ‘stretched the canvas themselves. Once stretched, the canvas was primed 

using a ground (the brand was Lide fen) and bone glue (gujiao) which they mixed themselves.27

above

Detail of bottom right corner of 

Night ambush, showing the 

application of the ground on 

the fold over the edge, original 

tacks, and gold leaf applied as 

a frame.

 

Night ambush paint cross-

section from the sky (x200); 

visible light (top) and ultraviolet 

light (below), showing the 

build-up of layers / Photographs: 

Anne Carter
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Night ambush during 

treatment (top); warm sturgeon 

glue is gently applied to the 

lifted paint with a 000 brush, 

used for very delicate areas. 

Following consolidation, flakes 

are gently heated with a warm 

spatula and weighted to dry / 

Photographs: Anne Carter

Guo remembers that Gu Wenda sketched the image in using charcoal; painting then began, using 

Mali brand oil paints made in Tianjin. Turpentine (songjie you) and linseed oil (yama you) were 

mixed with the oil paints. Guo recalled that there were problems with painting the sky:

. . . the person working in the materials room of the oil painting department was new and had 

mistakenly given Gu Wenda some water-based paints as well as oil paints. Gu Wenda did not 

realise this until he came to paint the sky. According to Guo, as soon as he discovered the 

problem he scraped off the oil and watercolour-mixed paints and re-painted the sky using oils.28

Guo also remembers that the painting was not worked on again after completion, and it was left 

unvarnished. When the painting entered the Gallery’s Collection in 2007, it was evident that the 

problems with mixing water-based and oil-based paints were not confined to the sky, as over 80 per 

cent of the paint was flaking.

To assess the extent of Gu’s over-painting, a ‘black light’ (which emits radiation in the ultraviolet 

range) was shone on the painting. This light causes materials to fluoresce and reveals the presence 

of previous restoration and repair. For example, although the brushwork is consistent with 

surrounding paint, the reworked areas in the sky appear dark under ultraviolet light. This area 

has also been complicated by more recent re-touching. Although Guo said that the work was not 

varnished or re-worked by the artists once the work was completed, it appears that some restoration 

has taken place.

Paint cross-sections were prepared from the sky section of Night ambush to determine at which 

level the paint was flaking. The sample pictured is a piece of paint that has lifted from the ground (the 

ground is the first layer of opaque paint or gesso that prepares the surface on which to draw or paint). 

The cross-section shows that at least four layers of paint make up the sky. The clear layer at the 

bottom (containing black particles) is common in all cross-sections and appears to be the layer that is 

flaking from the ground.

To restore the painting, we began by brushing a water-based sturgeon fish glue onto the cracks and 

loose paint, to consolidate it. The moisture in the glue encourages the oil paint to relax and soften, 

while the application of heat with a small spatula — once the paint flakes are relaxed — allows the 

flakes to be laid flat and left under weights to dry. Following paint consolidation, the existing non-

original and yellowed varnish was removed and a new, isolating varnish was sprayed on. Major paint 

losses were filled with chalk and acrylic medium and then in-painted using water-based paints. 

Although the paint still appears ‘damaged’, the painting is now stable and can be displayed.

The conservation and technical study of these paintings provides a glimpse into the artists’ painting 

processes, their personal circumstances, and the life of an art work outside the museum context. 

Ah Xian, Guan Wei, Gu Wenda and Guo Zhonglian have all worked within the Western oil painting 

tradition. They show a skilful handling of paint, impressive representational abilities and a great 

respect for their materials. These rare works are important not only as documents of a unique time in 

China’s recent history, but also as evidence of artists’ working conditions during this period.
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